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ABSTRACT 

Sex variations in work values, are a very important space of analysis since the author 

studies of the 1930’s. AN ever-growing literature on the topic has yielded contradictory results 

as some studies have found vital sex variations whereas others haven't. Work values, those 

qualities individuals ask for from their jobs, have recently been given the term work or job 

attribute preferences to differentiate them from higher ethical values like those represented by 

Rokeach. These job characteristics area unit a lot of basic than interests and area unit related to 

job satisfaction or discontentment as they mirror a correspondence between wants and 

satisfaction. it's thus vital to know the values or attribute preferences delivered to the geographic 

point by the lads and ladies in today’s labor. This study examines this literature on gender 

variations in job attribute preferences, notably the results of socialization, structure structure, 

and changes that appear to possess occurred over time. It then presents the results of a survey 

replicating the study by Beutell and Brenner that compared girls and men’s ratings of the 

importance of twenty five job attributes known by Manhardt . The findings from this study area 

unit analyzed and so compared to the sooner study.  
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INTRODUCTION 

One rationalization for sex variations in work values points to structure structure in this 

work opportunities, or the dearth therefrom, influence AN individual’s prospects and preferences 

attributable to family obligations or discrimination, girls area unit usually confined to lower level 

jobs with lower earnings and fewer authority (Griffith & Combs, 2015).  Instead of become 

pissed off at the lack to get higher jobs, individuals create themselves content with job 

characteristics they'll get. Studies examining variations in job attribute preferences by gender and 

structure position/occupation show the latter to possess a lot of influence. staff at lower levels of 

the organization, each men and ladies, tend to position a lot of stress on adventitious outcomes 

like pay, operating conditions, and social relationships with coworkers derived from the task 

context, whereas those within the higher ranks price intrinsic outcomes like stimulating work, 

action, and autonomy supported job content (Mihalca et al., 2022). 

Some believe that ladies don't advance into high level of the organization as a result of 

they place high price on rewards apart from financial gain and advancement. additionally, some 

researchers  have taken Holland’s line selection theory positing that activity decisions area unit 

according to temperament and classified enterprising, inquiring, and realistic careers as 

masculine and social, artistic, and standard jobs as female. playwright and Fetters found that 

within the accounting field, AN enterprising occupation, men and ladies each valued adventitious 

and intrinsic work characteristics. Bigoness found that ladies aiming to social control careers 

placed a lot of importance on chance|the chance} for difficult work and also the opportunity to 

utilize their education than did their male counterparts (Shang & Chandra, 2022) 
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 Likewise, Hofstede determined that ladies in higher occupations were even a lot of 

involved with job content than were men. These findings counsel that structure factors could act 

as anodyne variables that influence the results of studies scrutiny the task attribute preferences of 

men and ladies. On the opposite hand, socialization theory contends that men and ladies enter the 

work place with totally different needs and behaviors supported their socialization as males and 

females during a culture that has separate expectations for individuals supported their sex. 

Beutell argued that there looked as if it would be redoubled stability within the pattern 

important  preferences over time in reference to previous analysis. as an example, supporting 

proof comes from a call in management others wherever girls and men had nearly identical 

rankings. Similarly, congenial associates redoubled in importance for ladies whereas decreasing 

in importance for men giving a convergence in rankings (Sutherland, 2012). 

CONCLUSION 

On the opposite hand, creating use of instructional background redoubled in importance 

for men however faded in importance for ladies, a finding at odds with the pattern stability of 

preferences. Further, leisure rose in importance for men and ladies. different studies have ended 

that there's no consistent proof of general sex variations in work values (Rowe though every of 

those analysis efforts used terribly giant sample sizes there area unit several different variables 

like age, occupation, date that the study was conducted, analysis instruments, etc. that might 

account for these apparently divergent findings. though troublesome, some understanding of the 

event important  preferences victimization longitudinal models would add considerably to the 

understanding of the processes of line choice supported individual preferences. Future studies 

may try and management a number of these variables to urge a higher indication of sources of 

variance tried to regulate career prominence joined such issue however variations still emerged. 
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